
Amilya Antonetti mesmerizes audiences with her candid conversations and real
life analogies. She shares simple tips and tools with lots of humor while delivering
the secret to living your ultimate life. Audience's love to obtain and utilize
tangible tools to help them achieve the hopes & dreams that are important to
them. The Conflict Code offers them a customized Brilliance Blueprint for
achieving unlimited success in all areas of their lives.
Amilya Antonetti is a media personality & turnaround expert known as the
"Conflict Resolutionist." Over the past 30 years Amilya has employed more than
49,000 people. As a crisis manager in a number of fields, she has learned the keys
to growth, communication, and success. Amilya draws heavily on her own
incredible life experience and her vast expertise as a Behaviorist to teach
others how to identify conflict and break the boundaries that hold them back.
Through her groundbreaking conflict resolution program Amilya helps people
learn:
How to build richer, happier, and more fulfilling lives at work and at home.
How to nurture a culture that creates success and cooperation to achieve targets
and goals.
How to utilize her simple tools to optimize your team of professionals, your
leaders, and your culture to be on the cutting edge of innovation, growth, and
prosperity.
AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
500 Fastest Growing Private Companies (INC. 500 List for 3 Consecutive Years)
2012 Smart Woman of the Year
Fastest Under Forty "Woman to Watch"
The Kauffman Foundation Entrepreneur Award
INC. Magazine Speaker
The Wells Fargo Award of Excellence

Testimonials

Amilya Antonetti

"Amilya Antonetti is an extremely energetic and dynamic speaker. She's a true
business leader."

- Former CEO of Entrepreneurs Organization (EO).

"People walked away energized and inspired to move forward with the courage
to change.

- Education Market President.
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